


 
 

 MIDTERM  
 

 Shalini Ganendra Fine Art @ Gallery Residence (SGFA) is proud to present the work of five award-winning, mid-career Malaysian artists. Carefully co-
curated by Ganendra and  up-and-coming curatorial  talent Ai-Woei Lim* from the National Art Gallery, MidTerm introduces some of the best work 
across all media emerging from the Malaysian contemporary scene.    

 The ‘mid-term’ label is an indicator of growing excellence. All of these artists are well-accoladed, with successful solo shows behind them.  They have 
earned recognition within their own mediums, in addition to having local and international education and experience. MidTerm catches these 
established talents presenting uniquely innovative and exciting new works, at this crucial point in their artistic careers. 

 The development of MidTerm has been a lengthy process, involving eighteen months of continuous review and selection. The aim of the show was to 
identify artists with diverse, high quality and confident art practices that speak of identity, whether it be national, personal, cultural, gender or 
ethnic. In surveying such an innately diverse country, it seemed important to exhibit work that illustrated the variety and complexity underlying the 
many different kinds of ‘Malaysiana’. 

 From print-making to sculpture, photography and installation work, the exhibition displays the broad range of artistic creativity skillfully employed to 
tackle the subject of Malaysian identity and contemporary society,  issues which fascinate all five of the selected artists.  Hailing mainly from the 
1960’s and 70’s,  these artists grew up amongst a rich environment of turbulent and ever changing ideological, cultural and social backgrounds. Living 
through the swift and radical development of Malaysia as a prominent and independent Asian nation, it is hardly surprising that their art represents a 
radical break from that of their predecessors, and offers a new engagement with both their local heritage and global art practice. 

 Bibi Chew suggests that it is imperative to look at our country’s resources as our greatest assets, especially as Malaysia is a country blessed with an 
abundance of nature and human resources. Her insightful installations are both emotionally and intellectually evocative, tracing the geopolitically 
freighted issues of race, nation and individual identity with delicacy and intensity. For MidTerm, she has produced two new series of works, 
HomeGrown and HomeSoil. After studying atlases and maps, she has crafted the thirteen states and capital federal territory of Malaysia, carefully 
contoured, in paper collage. Viewed in tandem with her wood block cuts of Malaysian racial diversity, she presents a vision of the intertwined human 
and geographical identities of the country.  

 Her work has consistently questioned the nature of identity. Fascinated by notions of fossilization – of identities trapped within time and literally 
made part of the landscape – HomeSoil and HomeGrown explore the changing face of Malaysia in terms of this relationship to the land. The layers 
and depth she creates within both the contoured states and flecked human profiles suggest a desire to dig beyond surface appearances into complex 
and multi-layered questions about personal, national and human identity. 

 Kim Ng, renowned for his printmaking as part of the influential Go Block collective, often subverts perception by transforming traditionally two-
dimensional media,  such as prints,  into three-dimensional, sculptural works. Kim experiments with combining different perspectives in order to 
create a more holistic and impressionistic representation of the world around him. This is true not only of his manipulation of flat surface, but also of 
his compositional style, which often abstracts and then repositions details for emphasis, rather than presenting realist images. 
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*AiWoie Lim is Assistant Curator at the National Art Gallery of Malaysia and has written on Malaysian art and exhibitions since 2009.  She was involved in the landmark shows, Syed 

Ahmad Jamal: Pelukis (2010)  and Wayang U-Wei Angkat Saski. 

 



 His work is a mixture of the objective and the fictional, and acts out its nostalgic tendencies by actively using found objects in the printing process. He 
uses mixed media and a wide variety of different layers and techniques to build up narrative print pieces that tell the complex and conflicted story of 
the changing urbanscape.  

 The interaction of man and environment is also evident  in photographer Eiffel Chong’s elegantly captured local seascapes.  These subtle works 
gesture towards the human role as producers and manipulators of the natural world, and the constantly changing relationships between man and 
nature. At the same time, they betray the sublime draw that nature has upon us, and the power that it wields in the face of modern technology. 

 This imposition of man upon his environment is a constant reflection of Chong’s work, and shows a growing ecological concern for Malaysia. Chong’s 
photographs of hauntingly still horizons harbor a melancholic yearning for harmony between ourselves and the natural world. By blending so 
seamlessly the mechanical or constructed – piers and buoys - and the power of the sea, Chong himself is constructing an image of unity, engaging 
himself in this human rewriting of the landscape, and enacting a desire for synchronicity with the land. 

 The human reinterpretation of nature also lies at the heart of Jasmine Kok’s bold sculpture. The only female stone sculptor in Malaysia, she also 
works in other mediums, including wood, ceramic sculpture, drawing and soft textiles. This exhibition focuses on Jasmine’s marble carvings, both 
small and very large, which evoke natural forms in an exploration of sensuality. 

 Wherever she travels, Jasmine collects seeds, searching in the soil where she steps.  These small stone sculptures have developed from her sketches 
of the seeds collected over ten years. By rendering alluring organic forms in hard stone, she plays with notions of ephemerality, identity and 
relationship. Her marble seeds, concerned with fertility, gesture towards her interest in generation, something also expressed in her larger stone 
works. These examine family relationships in terms of a harmony and separation which are carved deep into the material of the stone. In Jasmine’s 
work, the material itself becomes as expressive as the form. 

 Suhaimi Fadzir’s work strives to bring man and nature into dialogue; asking us to confront the very real ecological and sustainability issues that 
modern Malaysia faces. Having visited a village of the indigenous Malaysian Orang Asli tribes, he witnessed the destructive impact of the thriving 
urban landscapes of Malaysia on its more rural ones, watching urban development smothering the village with pollution.  It was not only the 
landscape that was being destroyed, but along with it, traditional lifestyles and Malaysian heritage. 

 Suhaimi's work has always been concerned with issues about Malaysian nationhood – his previous paintings about the Puyu's Orang Asli and 
Merdeka (Independence) lead us to his latest concerns about his mother land, which are taken up by the recycled fish trap sculptures. Inspired by the 
plight of the Orang Asli, the steel recreations of delicate indigenous and vital structures ask us to question the depletion of native resources, the 
fragility and sustainability of such traditional lifestyles in the face of a rapidly developing and modernising nation, and the need for adaptation. 

 Alongside their shared concerns, these artists are connected by their passion for technical excellence, mastery of craft and aesthetic distinction. The 
works in MidTerm are beautiful and intelligent - with local roots and global perspectives.  We know you will enjoy the show. 

  

 SGFA 
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BIBI CHEW (b. 1969, Malaysia) 

 

Bibi’s work is held in major public collections in Malaysia, Singapore and the USA.  
Her numerous awards include a travel grant to the 3rd Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial, 
Japan, from the Malaysia Ministry of Arts, Culture and Heritage (2005), an 
Honorable Mention for the Asian Artist Fellowship, Vermont Studio Center 
Freeman Fellowship, USA (2003-4), Major Award Recipient at the Young 
Contemporary Awards, National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (2000), International 
Visiting Artist’s Studio Residency, 200 Gertrude Street Contemporary Art Space, 
Melbourne, Australia (1997), and the Most Outstanding Student Award, School of 
Fine Arts, LaSalle - SIA, College of the Arts, Singapore (1994). She studied for her 
BA and MA at RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia.    Chew has been nominated 
for the prestigious Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship in 2013.  

Moved by ideas of cultural identity,  Bibi Chew takes on challenging issues of race, environment and gender, creating commentary through 
familiar objects. She has transformed leaf-wrapped bundles, eggs, glass bottles, sand, wooden boards, butterfly catchers and coffee 
strainers into metaphors for marginalization, destruction and containment. She has carved, stitched and layered pieces into united forms. 
Her work speaks of a delicately controlled self with underlying hidden meanings.  

Living in Malaysia, a nation where even one’s identification card details race, the issues of cultural difference and institutionalized ethnicity 
are unavoidable. Bibi deals with these issues pragmatically, combining an acknowledgement of reality and an ability to see beyond artificially 
imposed boundaries.  The HomeGrown series is beautifully arranged in shades  of light  to darker reflecting local  complexions, and the  
HomeLand, hung to reference the position of the territories as part of the Malaysian whole. 

Subtle, compelling and beautifully finished objects characterize her work. Refusing to employ the dramatics of direct opposition, Bibi’s art 
reflects on ambivalence in the politics of difference.  

 
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 
2012 Transit A4 – HOM Gallery, Kuala Lumpur 
2011  Here Today, Gone Tomorrow - Art for Nature - Rimbun Dahan, Selangor 
2010  Expressing the Mundane – Petronas Gallery, Kuala Lumpur 
2007 - 2008  Out of the Mould – The Age of Reason - Galeri Petronas, Kuala Lumpur, and Malmo Art Museum, Sweden 
2006   Asian Art Now - Blackburn Museum, UK 
2005  Parallel Realities: Asian Art Now  - The 3rd Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale, Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan 
2004 - 2005 Identities Versus Globalisation - Art Museum, Chiang Mai, Thailand; National Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand;  
  Dahlem Museum, Berlin, Germany, organised by the Heinrich Boell Foundation 
2003  Alami II, Puncak, - National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur 
2003 Text & Texture: Art Making Through Text Appreciation - Petronas Gallery, Kuala Lumpur 
2000  Young Contemporaries Awards 2000 - National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur 
1998 A Common Wealth of Art – Traditions, Imagination & Independent Nations – National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur  
1997 Century Elements - Studio 18, 200 Gertrude Street, Melbourne, Australia 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown I, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown II, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW. HomeGrown III, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 BIBI CHEW. HomeGrown IV, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown VI, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown V, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown VII, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown VIII, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown IX, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown X, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown XI, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown XII, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown XIII, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 BIBI CHEW, HomeGrown XIV, 8 x 16 in, Shellac on Wood, 2012 
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BIBI CHEW HomeSoil – Sekeping Kuala Lumpur  

                    Mixed Media  11 x 16 in, 2012 

   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil - Sekeping Pulau Pinang 11 x 16 in 

                       Mixed Media, 2012 

BIBI CHEW  HomeSoil – Sekeping Kedah;  11 x 16 in,  

                     Mixed Media, 2012 
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   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil - Sekeping Perak, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012    BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Terengganu, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012 
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   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil - Sekeping Melaka, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012    BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Pahang, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012 

   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Johor, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012    BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil - Sekeping Sarawak, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012 
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   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Sabah, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012 
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   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Negeri Sembilan, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012    BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Selangor, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012 
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   BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Perlis, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012    BIBI CHEW, HomeSoil – Sekeping Kelantan, 11 x 16 in, Mixed Media, 2012 



 
 
 
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 
2013 Royal Malaysia Police - Chobi Mela Photography Festival, Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
2012  Before The World Fell To Pieces -  artdept by Valentine Willie Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, the goods dept, Jakarta, Indonesia (solo) 

This Used to be  My Playground - Artify Gallery, Hong Kong (solo) 
Christie’s Auction, Asian 20th Century & Contemporary Art – Hong Kong Convention Centre, Hong Kong 
A Matter of Life and Death - Valentine Willie Fine Art, Jogjakarta (solo) 
Wawasan 2020 - Valentine Willie Fine Art, Singapore 

2011  Photo Off - Young and Upcoming Photographers Art Fair - La Bellevilloise, Paris, France 
2011  Young Artist Programme - Daegu Exco, South Korea 
2011  3rd Dali International Photography Festival - Yunnan, China 
2010  Cut2010: Parallel Universe - Manila Contemporary, Philippines; Sangkring Art Space, Jogjakarta, Indonesia 
 Valentine Willie Fine Art, Singapore and Malaysia 
2009 A New Wave of Responsive Images – Nikon Ginza Gallery, Tokyo, Japan 
  Different But Same - Wei Ling Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
2008 Photoart Asia - Zengallery@Central World, Bangkok, Thailand 
2008 Silent Auction - London College of Communication, UK 

EIFFEL CHONG (b. 1977, Malaysia) 

 
Eiffel studied for Bachelors and Masters degrees in London before 
returning to critical acclaim across the Southeast Asian region, winning 
prizes and recognition as an emerging art photographer in South 
Korea (Asean-Korea Multimedia Competition, Seoul, 2010) and 
Singapore (Singapore International Photography Festival Emerging 
Artists Series, 2008) as well as in his native Malaysia (Asia Europe 
Foundation Emerging Photographers Forum, Kuala Lumpur, 2009). 
 
Much of Chong’s work examines the ambiguous impact of man’s 
reworking of nature and the landscape, and the (often deliberately 
blurred) distinctions between reality and fiction, life and death.  

His work frequently invokes the child’s perceptions of the world to expose sinister adult realities. His technical excellence and mastery of 
composition often gestures to or creates ominous and startling reversals of expectation and perception in the viewer, using apparently ordinary 
subjects to generate profound images which speak about the depths of the human condition. 
 
Bestowed with a dark and intelligent flair for creating stark images with enlightening titles, Chong’s photographs  form compelling, philosophical 
and thought provoking narrative series.     All works are limited to five editions only (no AP). 
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EIFFEL CHONG, 

Sekinchan 

Digital Print on C-Type  

Photography Paper, 

Ed.5, 99 cm x 127 cm 

2012 
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EIFFEL CHONG,  

Sepang Goldcoast 

Digital Print on C-Type  

Photography Paper, 

Ed.5, 99 cm x 127 cm 

2012 
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EIFFEL CHONG,  

Tanjung Kling #1 

Digital Print on C-Type  

Photography Paper, 

Ed.5, 99 cm x 127 cm 

2012 
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EIFFEL CHONG,  

Tanjung Sepat #2 

Digital Print on C-Type  

Photography Paper, 

Ed.5, 99 cm x 127 cm 

2012 
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EIFFEL CHONG,  

Teluk Pelandok 

Digital Print on C-Type  

Photography Paper, 

Ed.5, 99 cm x 127 cm 

2012 
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JASMINE KOK (b. 1970, Malaysia) 

 
Jasmine Kok works with a range of mediums, from wood and stone carving to textile sculpture 
and ceramics. Her pieces explore balance and harmony, finding patterns and beauty, for 
example, out of the chaos of scattered leaves or the painful connotations of corsets. 
 
Kok studied fine art first in Kuala Lumpur and later City and Guilds of London art school, and has 
shown her work throughout the UK and Southeast Asia.  In 2003 she was awarded a year long 
artist’s residency at Rimbun Dahan, Selangor, a period which profoundly altered her artistic 
direction, inspiring her to produce delicate carved and ceramic work which interacted with the 
natural environment surrounding her. Her work is characterized by great versatility and elegant 
intensity, as she brings a unique and complex approach to themes such as the beauty of nature 
and female sensuality.   
 
Kok’s use of materials is highly skilled and her choices play into the themes which run through her 
work. Concerned with the transience of nature, leaves and plants are recreated in immutable 
marble and clay, whilst feminine forms are deftly rendered in the luxurious fabrics which 
simultaneously exude, dictate and confine notions of female sensuality.  

Contradictions in form and subject draw attention  to the very qualities which define such subjects; alienated from the object in its ‘natural’ 
form, the viewer is invited to recognize, contemplate and reassess their previous perceptions. This particular material language at work in 
Kok’s sculpture entices, challenges and seduces the viewer with a tactile intelligence. 

 
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 
2012  Sensuality - Chandan Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (solo) 
2011  The 5th New Expression of Asian Art – Bangkok, Thailand   
2011 Fusion of Passion MASIF - Galeri Petronas, Kuala Lumpur 
2010  International Art Expo – Shanghai, China 
2010 Centennial World Female Artists Exhibition – Shanghai, China 
2009  24th Asian International Art Exhibition - Kuala Lumpur 
2002  Pain & Injury - Life Performance, Drawing and Printmaking - Kennington Sovi Art Center, London, UK (solo) 
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JASMINE KOK, Bud, 9.6 cm x 32.5 cm x 9.7 cm, Italian Marble, 2011  
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JASMINE KOK, The Seed 2, 16 cm x 15 cm x 10 cm, Carara Italian Marble, 2010 



27 
JASMINE KOK, Sprout, 13.5 cm x 14 cm x 11.6 cm, Black Limestone, 2010  



28 
JASMINE KOK, The Seed 1, 30.5 cm x 28 cm x 11.3 cm, Italian Marble, 2009  



29 
JASMINE KOK, Growth, 16.5 cm x 38 cm x 14 cm, Ipoh Marble, 2008  



30 
JASMINE KOK, A Cut, 26 cm x 30 cm x 19 cm, Ipoh Marble, 2009  

When moon falls upon night, 

A halo becomes round and tight, 

Yearning unwillingness  

from the gentle cut.  
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JASMINE KOK, Mother and Child 1, 10 cm x 10 cm, plaster relief print, 2013  
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JASMINE KOK, Fertility 1, 64 cm x 62 cm, pencil on paper, 2003 

JASMINE KOK, Fertility 3, 68 cm x 53 cm, pencil on paper, 2003 JASMINE KOK, Fertilitity 2, 64 cm x 61 cm, pencil on paper, 2003 

JASMINE KOK, Fertility 4, 74 cm x 59 cm, pencil on paper, 2003 
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JASMINE KOK, Fertility 5, 15.5 cm x 15 cm x 4.5 cm, ceramics, aluminium 

leaf gilding, lacquer, 2005 



 
 
 
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 
2012 18@8: Kul-Sin – ION Orchard, Singapore; Wei Ling Contemporary, Kuala Lumpur 
   Macau Print-Making Triennial -  Old Court Building, Macau 
  Transit A4 – HOM, Kuala Lumpur 
  Thai-Malaysian Printed Art Exhibition – Craft House Museum and Art Gallery, Hatyai, Thailand 
2011  Multiplicity – Wei Ling Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
2010                  Art Drum Project - MAP Arts Festival, Solaris Dutamas, Malaysia. 
2009 An Idyllic Space - Wei Ling Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (solo) 
2009 Go Block: Five Contemporary Malaysian Printmakers - Galeri Petronas, Kuala Lumpur 
2008 Man & God  - 8thInternational Visual Feast, Beijing, China 
2006 Fact or Fiction - Wei Ling Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (solo) 
2004 1/1 - Townhouse Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (solo) 
2001 Printing with Fire - Prints on Ceramics, Glass & Paper - Guildhall University, London, UK (solo) 
  

 
 
 

KIM NG (b.1965, Malaysia) 

 
Kim Ng received his first  art training at the Kuala Lumpur College of Art in 1989. 
He then went on to study for a Bachelor of Fine Arts at the London Guildhall, and 
later MAs from the University of Westminster, London and the London 
Metropolitan University, where he won the John Purcel Paper Award and the 
Owen Rowley Prize. 
 
It was whilst in London that Kim pursued his interest in print making, particularly 
collography and ceramics, and began to experiment seriously in combining 
different media.  He has been called one of Malaysia’s ‘leading printmakers’. 
Though well versed and technically gifted in the disciplines of printmaking, he has 
made innovative headway by experimenting with new techniques to create unique 
effects from surprising elements. This mastery of different techniques is extremely 
sophisticated, and some  of his works take on painterly and even sculptural 
qualities. These effects are created using diverse media including bitumen, 
charcoal, MDF, water-based paint, pencil, silkscreen prints, canvas and plaster 
prints.  
 
His recent work has explored, above all, ideas about modern living and 
 

 
how human beings interact with their environment, commenting on Malaysia’s disappearing heritage and the relationships to the living 
environment of the country. Having lived abroad and returned to Malaysia, his work reflects his nostalgia for his childhood in a small town, and 
is often melancholy and thought-provoking, infused with Buddhist philosophy and complex symbolism. 
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KIM NG, Link, 

Constructed from hand-printed colour 

and marbling effects on paper, 

approx 107 cm x 133 cm x 2.5 cm,   

2012 
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Detail from Link 
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KIM NG,  

Release, water-based paint, 

collage, pencil, silkscreen print, 

varnish with  graphite powder 

72 cm x  72.4 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Distance, water-based paint, 

pencil , printed collage, 

silkscreen print 

72 cm x  72.4 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Beyond Reach, water-based 

paint, pencil , drawing collage, 

silkscreen print, varnish with  

graphite powder 

72 cm x  72.4 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Walk Along, water-based paint, 

pencil, silkscreen print,  

woodblock print collage, 

emboss paste 

72 cm x  72.4 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Walking in the Same Direction 

as Others, water-based paint, 

printed collage, silkscreen 

print, pencil, varnish with 

graphite powder 

152.5 cm x  147 cm, 2012 

 



KIM NG,  

Untitled (81),  

watercolour on paper, 

20 cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (82), silkscreen and 

object print, collage, pencil, 

graphite powder with varnish 

on paper 

20 cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 

 



KIM NG,  

Untitled (83), colour thread, 

object print and graphite 

powder with varnish on paper, 

20 cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (84), pencil, silkscreen 

and object print, drawing ink, 

graphite powder with varnish 

on paper 

20 cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 

 



KIM NG,  

Untitled (85), object print and 

watercolour on paper, 

20  cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (86), silkscreen and 

object print, bitumen, drawing 

ink, collage and emboss paint, 

20  cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (87), silkscreen, object 

print, pencil, bitumen, printed 

collage on paper 

20  cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (88), 

 mixed media on paper 

20  cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (89), 

 mixed media on paper 

20  cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 
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KIM NG,  

Untitled (90), silkscreen, 

charcoal, bitumen on paper, 

20  cm x  29.5 cm, 2012 

 



 
SUHAIMI FADZIR (b. 1963, Malaysia) 

  
Fadzir studied art and architecture at Washington University in the USA in the 1980s. Most recently, he won the Dublin Biennial Award of Excellence in 
2012 and has been selected to participate in the Art St Louis Residency, USA. His work has been collected in the major public collections of Ireland, 
Mexico, the USA and Malaysia. 
  
His art practice has displayed a consistently sculptural quality, and he developed the concept of ‘archipainting’ – which blends fine art with the structural 
intricacies and spatial deconstruction of architecture. His mixed media works have included canvases daubed with found objects and covered in unusual 
textures and materials, as well as installation work and sculpture.  
  
Much of Fadzir’s work makes use of, or is inspired by, found objects, which he collects extensively both locally and on his travels around the world. This 
interaction with the landscape around him is reflected on his work, which comments wittily and astutely on the nature of contemporary society in all its 
materialism, industrialism and kitschery.  
 

 
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS  
2012  Campur Campur - 6th Art Expo Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (Solo) 
 Java Spices - Yogyakarta International Art Exhibition, Jogja Art Museum, Jogjakarta, Indonesia 
 Dublin Biennial, Dublin, Ireland 
 Voices - 13th Venice Biennale (Architecture), Venice, Italy 
 Celebrating the Equinox - Effetto Biennale, Merida, Mexico 
2011 RE/MIXED - Meiji University Museum, Tokyo, Japan 
 RE/MIXED - National Museum, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
 Dialogue among Civilizations - 8th Florence Biennale, Florence, Italy 
2010  RTFO Belleville (Two-Man Show with Ansel Adams) - Schmidt Art Center, Belleville, Illinois, USA 
 Antara Bahan Campuran (ABC) - National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
 RE/MIXED - 12th Venice Biennale (Architecture), Venice, Italy  
2009  SCCAP - Lenggong Archeological Museum, Perak, Malaysia (Solo) 
 Voices - Art Saint Louis at Mann EMINTS, St. Louis, Missouri, USA 
 3rd Art Expo Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
2008  Paintings - Art Saint Louis at KitchenK, St. Louis, Missouri, USA (Solo) 
 Semesta - La Galleria Gallery, Pall Mall, London, UK 
 Eight Times Lucky - Pace Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (Solo) 
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SUHAIMI FADZIR.  

Puyu Asli Di Lembah Kelang (Fish Traps), 

12 poles and 9 fishtraps, mild steel with lacquer, varying  dimensions, maximum 

50 cm (H) x 90 cm with fin (W) x 270 cm (L), 2009-2013 
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SUHAIMI FADZIR.  

Ikan Puyu 

Mixed Media with Neon Light on Canvas, 150 cm x 150 cm, 2011-2013 
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SUHAIMI FADZIR.  

Buah Naga (Dragon Fruit)  

Mixed Media with Neon Light on Canvas, 150 cm x 150 cm, 2011-2013 
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SUHAIMI FADZIR.  

Harimau (Tiger)  

Mixed Media with Neon Light on Canvas, 150 cm x 150 cm, 2011-2013 



SHALINI  GANENDRA  FINE  ART  
                         @ Gallery Residence 

 
sgfa88@gmail.com 

 www.shaliniganendra.com 
fb  SGFA  

 
8 Lorong 16/7B, Section 16 

PJ 46350, Selangor, Malaysia 
 

Tel:  +6012 393 6669,     +603 7960 4740 
 

Hours:   Tues to Sat    11am – 7pm   
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